
CRAFT AND CLIMB SUMMER 2022

6+ year olds
2 x 45 minutes craft, 2 x 45 minutes climbing, 30 minutes of  breaks.
You will do both activities (A) and (B). 9:30am-1pm Total: 3.5 hours

(Can be dropped off) Price: £39

4-5 year olds
Choice of two sessions: (A) 9.30-11.00am OR (B) 11.30-1.00pm

1 x 45 minutes climbing, 1 x 45 minutes craft. Total:1.5 hours (an adult must stay during the
whole session and may need to assist with the craft portion). Price £19

DATE CRAFT ACTIVITY (A) 9:30-11am CRAFT ACTIVITY (B) 11:30-1pm

Monday 25th July Aboriginal Art - creating animals in dots
using paper and clay.

Clay Play Tiki - Create a Tiki Pot Pencil cup/pot
in clay & acrylic

Friday 29th July
(6+ ONLY)

Mystery detectives - Work as a team and
solve the mystery

The mystery continues!

Tuesday 2nd August Pottery Painting - Paint a piece of pottery. Lego block printing - Explore block printing
using lego as our medium, using paper and clay.

Wednesday 10th
August
(6+ ONLY)

Tie Dye T-shirt - Grab a t-shirt, rubber band
and dye it, reveal it and take it home to
wash out the spare ink.

Pottery Painting - Paint a piece of pottery.

Friday 12th August Clay play turtle/shark - Create an adorable
turtle or a shark using the coil technique or a
pinch pot sharp. Airdry clay and acrylic to
take home the same day.

Collage - Create a beautiful piece of collage
artwork using paint and paper.

Tuesday 16th August Clay Play Sunflower - Handcraft and paint
a ceramic Sunflower bowl inspired by
vincent van goghs’ iconic painting
‘Sunflowers’

Playing with Watercolour - Explore the beauty
of watercolour with fun experimental techniques
using a variety of mixed media techniques.

Monday 22nd August Clay Play Frida - A choice of either creating
and painting a vegetable or fruit trinket dish
inspired by Frida Kahlos still life paintings or
Frida herself using the pinch pot method.

Mixed Media Mosaic - Join us for some fun
mosaicing. We will provide lots of fun and
interesting items to use to create your
masterpiece.

Wednesday 31st
August

Decoupage and Fimo - Decoupage a plant
pot and make a fimo succulant to 'grow' in it!

Floam - Use floam (rather than paint) to decorate
a piece of pottery




